Circulating angiotensin-1-converting enzyme (ACE) is a highly heritable trait, and a major component of the genetic variance maps to the region of the ACE gene. The strong effect of the locus, and the interest in ACE as a candidate gene for cardiovascular disorders, has led to extensive investigation of its relationship to the ACE phenotype, providing one of the most complete examples of quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis in humans. Resequencing of ACE followed by haplotype analysis in families of British and French origin has shown that the genetic variants that are primarily associated with the ACE trait map to an 18 kb interval flanked by two intragenic, ancestral recombination breakpoints. This critical interval contains dozens of ACEassociated variants in Caucasians, but identification of which of these directly influence ACE concentration is ambiguous because of the almost complete linkage disequilibrium in European populations. In a complementary sequencing and genotyping study of individuals from West African families, we show that this population has much greater haplotype diversity across the gene. Through analysis of the contrasting relationships of the trait phenotype with haplotypes that carry different allelic combinations from those observed in Caucasians, we demonstrate that (at least) two major intragenic sites within the critical interval and (at least) one minor promoter site are associated with the ACE quantitative trait through additive effects. These results point to the importance of analysing diverse populations with different gene genealogies in gene-association studies.
INTRODUCTION
A major objective in the study of common multifactorial diseases is to identify novel genes and biochemical pathways to gain increased insight into biological processes and gene function, and to suggest new opportunities for therapeutic intervention. To this end, positional gene identification strategies, in which genetic mapping studies day a central role, are being applied to many multifactorial diseases and associated phenotypes (complex traits). Mapping of complex traits in human is usually attempted through a combination of linkage with association studies. The latter depends on linkage disequilibrium between polymorphic markers and the (unknown) variants that modify disease susceptibility or directly influence quantitative traits. Once the relationship between a gene and a complex trait has been established, finemapping studies are usually undertaken to establish which gene variants are likely to have functional consequences related to disease susceptibility or trait variability, as a prerequisite to the difficult and time-consuming biological investigations that are required to explore the functional consequences of such variation. The power of fine-mapping studies is constrained by the patterns of linkage disequilibrium in the study population, which may make it difficult to distinguish functional variants from neutral polymorphisms occurring on the same haplotypes. Limitations in mapping resolution are a function both of the size of the sample that can reasonably be investigated (which limits the number of rare informative haplotypes that allow statistical discrimination between sites) and, more generally, of the evolutionary history of the population under study. Moreover, the population in which the relationship between the gene and trait was originally established may have led to a successful study precisely because of the presence of strong linkage disequilibrium, which allowed the association to be established with characterization of a limited number of makers in a relatively small sample. Thus, this population may not be ideal for subsequent finemapping studies. The obvious experimental strategy then is to choose a variety of populations with different evolutionary histories (and gene genealogies) and hope that the major variants influencing the complex trait predate the divergence of the populations.
Angiotensin-1-converting enzyme (ACE) provides one of the best models available in human for studying the genetics of a complex trait and exploring strategies for fine-mapping studies. Investigations of circulating (plasma or serum) ACE concentration (or enzymatic activity) have shown that that a major portion of interindividual quantitative variation is genetically determined (1) , and linked to the ACE gene (2) (3) (4) (5) . Analysis of family data has shown that the haplotypes present in European populations can be conveniently grouped into several clades (6) . The two most common clades (labelled A and B) in Europeans are distinguished by contrasting alleles at many polymorphic sites and are associated with very different ACE activities. We have suggested that the two other most frequent clades in Europeans (C and D) are likely to have evolved through two distinct ancestral recombination events between members of the A and B clades; one recombination event occurring between intron 5 and exon 6, and the other occurring $18 kb downstream from the first region, and 3 0 of the last exon (6) (7) (8) . Our studies of the trait variation associated with these four clades suggest that the majority of the variation attributed to the ACE quantitative trait locus (QTL) is associated with genetic variants that map to this 18 kb interval flanked by the two ancestral recombination breakpoints, and that a minor portion of the variation maps to upstream promoter sequences (8) . However, although there are a number of potentially informative single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in this region, because they are in strong linkage disequilibrium in European-origin populations it is impractical to map the location of quantitative variants in Europeanorigin samples (8) . Recent work has demonstrated that Africanorigin populations tend to have substantially greater haplotype diversity than do European-origin populations (9, 10) . Studying such populations is likely to reveal informative haplotypes that will allow informative contrasts between SNPs that are tightly held together in European-origin populations, and we have already demonstrated that the existence of different ACE gene genealogies in African-origin populations can lead to novel insights into the location of functional variants (3). The results reported here represent an extension of this strategy. Here, we report an extensive survey of ACE genetic variation in a West African population, which has guided the selection of polymorphisms for further characterization. Haplotype analysis of ACE markers and the ACE trait in families from this population suggests that several sites (at least one in the promoter and at least two in the distal half of the gene) are jointly associated with circulating ACE concentration. These sites now provide the basis for future functional studies, either by directly investigating the effects of the nucleotides themselves or by evaluating the functional attributes of the chromosomal region on which they lie.
RESULTS

Resequencing of ACE
Approximately 30 kb of genomic DNA spanning the ACE gene was resequenced in 10 Nigerian individuals. The ACE gene variation information supplemented a database of ACE polymorphisms generated through an independent survey of polymorphisms in populations of European and African ancestry (http://genecanvas.idf.inserm.fr). In an exploratory association screening exercise, 41 polymorphisms were genotyped in 24 Nigerian individuals; 12 individuals selected for high ACE trait values (z > 2.1) and 12 selected for low ACE trait values (z < À1.5). Additional ACE polymorphisms were identified from public sources (11, 12) .
ANOVA of polymorphic markers and ACE trait
Thirty-five polymorphic sites were selected for genotyping in 765 members of 234 Nigerian families. These sites were chosen to span the totality of the gene, and to include all polymorphisms that appeared most likely to be associated with the trait in this population, based on their correlation with ACE levels in the resequencing experiments described above. Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize the results of a preliminary survey of the association between individual marker genotypes and residual ACE concentration (after adjustment for age and gender effects). Mixed linear models were used to simultaneously model residual intrafamilial correlations in the ACE trait with the marker-trait associations. The most strongly associated polymorphisms, A23495G, C29809T and A31958G, are located in the distal half of the ACE gene. However, it is noteworthy that three of the five upstream (promoter) markers (T6108C, A6138C and A11377T) are also highly significantly associated with the ACE trait. Computational limitations restrict the number of markers that can be simultaneously examined with our haplotype-based analysis methods. Accordingly, we first applied a stepwise, forward selection algorithm to identify a subset of the markers that are independently associated with the trait. Six markers (A23495G, A31958G, 31839insC, A6138C, 29349delT and G28952C) were selected in this analysis; Table 2 shows the statistical significance for each marker as it incremented the model as well as the final main-effects model. The proportion of the trait variance associated with the six markers collectively was 35%; 20% of the variance was determined by intrafamilial correlations and 45% by individual-specific factors. A secondorder factorial model failed to detect any significant markermarker interactions (P ) 0.05), suggesting that the markers have independent effects on the trait.
Measured haplotype analysis
Haplotype frequencies were estimated by maximum likelihood in the founders (assuming no recombination) for the six markers identified in the stepwise ANOVA procedure described above. As shown in Table 3 , eight haplotypes with frequency estimates !1.94% accounted for 98% of haplotypes in the families, with the three most frequent haplotypes accounting for 75% overall. Two of the markers, G28952C and 29349delT, only showed variation on relatively rare haplotypes (frequencies 0.23%) for which there were insufficient data to make reliable statistical inferences (data not shown). Consequently, haplotype frequencies were re-estimated for the four markers (A6138C, A23495G, 31839insC, A31958G) that define a diverse series of common ACE haplotypes that are shown in Table 4 .
The measured haplotype analysis therefore required estimation of the effects associated with nine distinct haplotypes (with population frequencies estimated to range from 0.62% to 31%; Table 4 ), and a pooled class for the remaining seven rare haplotypes. Table 4 and Figure 2 shows that the estimated mean ACE concentration varies considerably for different ACE haplotypes. A number of substitutions distinguish haplotypes that are associated with very different ACE activities. For instance: haplotypes 2 and 4 differ at a single site (31839insC) and have statistically significant differences in associated mean ACE concentration (P < 0.01); haplotypes 9 and 10 differ at A31958G, and this substitution is associated with a large change in mean ACE concentration (P < 0.001). Interestingly, haplotypes 6 and 9 differ at three sites (A6138C, A23495G and A31958G) and have extremely different ACE activities (P ( 0.001), suggesting that the effects associated with substitutions at multiple sites are cumulative.
In order to summarize the impact of the various combinations of the four sites, we devised and fitted an additive, allelesubstitution model. In this model, a parameter was specified to measure the mean for haplotype 9 (the selection of this haplotype was arbitrary, but is convenient since it is fairly common and is associated with low ACE concentration). Four additional parameters were then specified to model the effects of substituting alleles at the polymorphic sites relative to their state in haplotype 9. For example, haplotype 1 differs from haplotype 9 at just one site, A6138C. The phenotypic effect fitted to haplotype 1 was specified as the sum of effects for haplotype 9 and the substitution effect for the A6138C site. Haplotype 6 differs from haplotype 9 at three sites, so its mean is the sum of effects measured for haplotype 9 and the three effects of substituting alleles at A6138C, A23495G and A31958G. By maximizing the likelihood of the additive, allele substitution model, we are, in effect, solving a set of nine simultaneous equations numerically. Figure 3 shows the results of this analysis. The goodness of fit of the additive, allele substitution model was satisfactory (P ¼ 0.13) when compared with the general four-locus model with nine haplotype-specific means as reported in Figure 2 . The effects of independently substituting alleles at the A6138C, 31839insC and A31958G sites were highly significant when tested, with the additive effects of the other sites included under the alternative and null hypotheses (A6138C: P ¼ 3 Â 10 À4 ; 31839insC: P ¼ 3 Â 10 À7 ; A31958G: P ¼ 1 Â 10 À13 ). There was a significant effect (P ¼ 0.04) of substituting alleles at A23495G in this haplotype-based analysis. Residual intrafamilial correlations were significant (spouse-spouse r 2 ¼ 0.40 AE 0.07; mother-child r 2 ¼ 0.31 AE 0.06; father-child r 2 ¼ 0.28 AE 0.05; sib-sib r 2 ¼ 0.21 AE 0.06; all correlations P ( 0.05). In the additive, allele-substitution model, 33% of the trait variability was explained by ACE genetic variation, 19% with residual familial correlations and 48% with random, individual-specific factors.
DISCUSSION
Systematic resequencing of 10 individuals of Nigerian origin has led to the identification of the frequent polymorphisms in a 34 kb segment of DNA spanning the ACE gene. These experiments suggest that the Nigerian sample studied exhibits greater sequence polymorphism than European populations. For instance, of 81 polymorphisms that map downstream from the start of transcription, 38 were polymorphic in both Europeans and Nigerians, 37 were only polymorphic in Nigerians and 6 were only polymorphic in Europeans (http://genecanvas.idf.inserm.fr).
In addition to greater sequence diversity, the Nigerian population also exhibited a greater degree of haplotype Figure 1 . Mixed linear univariate analysis of 35 markers and ACE concentration. The significance of each markers' association with the ACE trait is expressed as Àlog 10 P. Six markers selected in a stepwise-regression analysis as having independent, significant main-effects are indicated in red and identified on the plot. The ACE exons are shown by solid blocks on the abscissa, which is scaled in kilobases relative to the ACE reference sequence (http://genecanvas.idf.inserm.fr/ ace180601-numb280601.htm). diversity. This can be illustrated through a comparison of haplotypes involving a subset of eight ACE markers that were genotyped in the Nigerian families studied here (Table 5) and that have been previously studied in families of French origin (8) .
Although the allele frequencies estimates are broadly similar for these sites in the two populations, the patterns of allelic association, as revealed by the estimates of haplotype frequencies, were very different. Thus, in Nigerian families, the 15 most frequent haplotypes with frequencies ranging from 14% to 1.5% account for 80% of the observations, whereas in French and other European families, 78% of the observations are accounted for by just three haplotypes, with frequencies of 35%, 31% and 13% (8) . Interestingly, the two most common European haplotypes (A and B) are estimated to have frequencies <1% in the Nigerian cohort. Studies of British and French ACE haplotypes have shown that majority of ACE-linked quantitative variation maps to the 18 kb gene segment between G15408A and T33569C, which contains 31 sites of common variation in Europeans (6, 8) . These variants are in essentially complete linkage disequilibrium in European Figure 2 . Measured haplotype analysis of nine frequent ACE haplotypes defined by four ACE markers. The maximum-likelihood estimates of the mean, standardized ACE concentrations measured for nine ACE haplotypes (solid circles) are shown together with 95% confidence limits of these estimates.
samples, so that it has not been possible to further limit the potential candidate variants within this interval by analysing European cohorts. However, although the most striking contrast is between the low concentration associated with clade A as compared with the high concentration associated with the other clades, clades B and D are associated with significantly higher mean trait values than clade C in two cohorts of French families (8); a similar trend was observed in a UK family cohort, but failed to attain statistical significance (6) . Since clade C differs from clades B and D in the region 5 0 of T17944C, this suggests that one or more functional variants in the 5 0 region influence ACE concentration, as hypothesized by Villard and colleagues (12) . ACE concentration is also strongly associated with polymorphisms within the gene in the Nigerian cohort studied here. The degree of diversity and divergence of haplotypes observed in the Nigerians compared with Europeans suggested that analysis of this cohort could provide further information for identifying the variants implicated in ACE concentration. As an example of how results from the Nigerian cohort can contribute to this, consider the Alu insertion polymorphism (I/D) in intron 16 of the gene, which is within the region of essentially complete linkage disequilibrium and identity of variants in clades B, C and D in Europeans, and was the first polymorphism of the gene identified as being associated with the trait. The deletion variant ('D' allele) is present on these 
Haplotype frequency estimates from a Merlin/Fugue analysis of eight ACE polymorphisms in the Nigerian families. Alleles shaded blue correspond to the state found in clade A in French families (8) . Alleles shaded red correspond to the state found in clade B in French families. Thus, haplotypes ranked 25 and 20 may be tentatively classified as belonging to clades A and B respectively. three clades, associated with high ACE concentration, while the I allele is present on the A clade, associated with low ACE concentration. Based on the genetic information from Europeans, therefore, I/D cannot be excluded as a candidate polymorphism that could directly affect the trait. However, our mixed modelling analysis (Table 2) demonstrates that this polymorphism is not an independent predictor of ACE concentrations in the Nigerian families. Further, when the I/D polymorphism is incorporated into the results of the measured haplotype analysis (Table 4) , it becomes apparent that in this Nigerian cohort, haplotypes carrying the I allele can be associated with either high or low values of the trait. Even though haplotype 9 and haplotype 1 are both associated with low levels of ACE, the I allele is carried by only one third of haplotype 1 chromosomes, compared with 86% of haplotype 9 chromosomes. Further, the I allele is carried by $50% of haplotype 2 and haplotype 10 chromosomes, both of which are associated with high levels of ACE. Overall, the results of a supplemental measured haplotype analysis indicate a highly significant difference (P ( 0.05) in the ACE levels associated with the different haplotypes carrying the I allele (data available on request). Thus, the compression of genotypes, or haplotypes from the Nigerian sample eliminates I/D as a candidate QTL with a direct role in ACE concentrations, at least in a manner independent of other variants within the gene. To identify ACE sites that could be candidates for direct implication in ACE concentration, we examined 35 variants that had been identified from the resequencing experiments in the complete Nigerian family cohort. A preliminary, stepwise regression analysis was performed using a mixed model that incorporated fixed, additive effects of the genotypes for common polymorphisms, and a random familial component of variance. Genotypic effects at six sites (A23495G, A31958G, 31839insC, A6138C, 29349delT and G28952C) were retained in the model. No significant interactions were found between the sites, and four sites (A23495G, A31958G, 31839insC, and A6138C) were confirmed to contribute to the trait variation in a measured haplotype analysis using an allele substitution (i.e. additive) model. No other site was found to contribute significantly (P > 0.46) to the measured haplotype analysis once the four sites were incorporated in the model. Allele substitution at these sites accounted for 33% of the trait variability, with 19% being attributed to residual familial correlations.
Our results suggest that multiple sites within the ACE gene influence circulating levels of ACE concentration. The four sites that we have identified are candidates to have a direct effect on the trait. One of these (A6138C) is located in upstream non-coding sequence, a second (A23495G) is a silent substitution and the other two are located within introns. The A31958G polymorphism has also been identified as the site most associated with the trait in analysis of Nigerian and Jamaican volunteers by Zhu and colleagues (13) . We note that three of the sites (A23495G, 31839insC and A31958G), are located in the region between G15408A and T33569C, i.e. the region likely to contain variants with major effects on the ACE trait, based on the analysis of European cohorts. However, only A23495G and A31958G are polymorphic in Europeans. Also, in European populations, these latter two sites are in very strong linkage disequilibrium, so their individual effects are not distinguishable. In the Nigerian families, substitution of alleles at these two sites accounted for $20% of the trait variance, compared with 30% of the trait variance attributed to the substitution of the entire segment between T17944C and T33569C in French families (estimated by comparing the trait means from the measured haplotype analysis for clades A, B and D). Moreover, the same alleles, 23495-A and 31958-A, are associated with low ACE concentration in both European and Nigerian populations. Allelic substitution at the A6138C site in the upstream non-coding sequence accounted for $5% of the trait variance. Above, we noted that European cohorts provide some evidence of an effect on the trait of genetic variation in the region 5 0 of T17944C, which includes A6138C. This region accounted for $7% the variance of the trait in the French family cohorts. However, different alleles (A in Europeans and C in Nigerians), are associated with low ACE Figure 3 . Plot of the maximum-likelihood estimates of the mean (solid circles) ACE concentrations measured in an additive, allele-substitution model, and the 95% confidence limits of these estimates. The effects of substituting alleles at four sites are shown.
concentration. The most likely explanation is that this polymorphism is indirectly associated with the ACE trait and that another 5 0 site in strong linkage disequilibrium with A6138C directly influences the ACE trait. Collectively, these observations suggest that a number of different variants within the ACE gene region influence levels of circulating ACE, and that the magnitude of the effect of each variant may differ considerably in different populations. This clearly makes the challenge of localizing individual quantitative trait alleles (QTAs) all the more difficult, and requires the use of analytic strategies that are capable of discriminating between, and localizing the effect of, different variants scattered throughout a candidate locus.
Finally, we note that we cannot exclude the possibility that our identification of A6138C, A23495G, 31839insC and A31958G could be due to complex patterns of linkage disequilibrium with other sites, or that additional polymorphisms may also affect the trait. However, it is noteworthy that none of the common variants within the ACE gene would be predicted to have obvious biological effects based on knowledge of their position within the gene. The observation that multiple associated polymorphisms could influence a quantitative trait, even though these effects cannot necessarily be predicted based on sequence information, was first reported in genetic studies of the alcohol dehydrogenase gene in Drosophila, in which three sites (one intronic, one exonic and one in the 3 0 non-coding sequences) jointly influence the enzyme expression (14) . Further, studies of the Delta-linked QTL in Drosophila have shown that two intronic nucleotides are strikingly associated with variation in bristle number (15) . Even more relevant is the fact that non-coding SNPs are associated with measurable differences in mRNA levels in 6 out of 13 human loci examined (16) . One of the six loci was calpain-10, in which the variation in mRNA was shown to co-segregate with the allelic variant, and which had previously been shown to have intronic SNPs, associated with type 2 diabetes, and with altered mRNA levels (17) .
Our data for the ACE gene suggest at least four functional variants influence trait levels, and that these variants are distributed in complex patterns along the gene, depending on the specific evolutionary history of the populations. Consequently, in some populations these variants will segregate independently, while in others they will not. The magnitude of effect may also differ by population as a function of the influence of genetic background and environmental factors. It might be expected that similar situations would pertain frequently in the study of quantitative variation in humans. The recourse to haplotype analysis in large cohorts and multiple populations is likely to be the key strategy in identifying subsets of candidate variants as a prelude to functional explorations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
234 Nigerian families (765 individuals) that were collected through the multicentre International Collaborative Study on Hypertension in Blacks sampling frame (5, (18) (19) (20) , were selected for high-resolution mapping. Plasma ACE concentrations had been previously measured in a modified immunosorbent assay (5, 21) . DNA was extracted from buffy coats by standard methods as previously described (5) . Genotypes for 13 polymorphisms detected by PCR/RFLP analysis have been previously published (5); genotypes for 22 new polymorphisms were detected by DNA resequencing ( Table 1 ). The PCR reactions for resequencing were performed in a 15 ml mix containing 25 ng of DNA. Primer sequences are available from the authors on request. Sequencing reactions were performed according to the dye terminator method using an ABI PRISM 3700 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Alignment of experimental results, SNP discovery and genotyping were performed with the Genalys software (22) .
Statistical procedures
ACE concentrations were standardized after adjustment for age and sex co-variation. Parameters estimates and tests statistics under mixed linear ANOVA models were calculated using PROC MIXED in SAS 8.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), with genotypes specified as fixed effects and KINDRED (a sequential indicator variable to distinguish families) specified as a random effect. A stepwise, forward selection procedure was implemented manually, with entry threshold P < 0.05 based on type III sums-of-squares tests. A forward selection (as opposed to a backward elimination) model selection procedure was adopted to efficiently allow for individuals with incomplete genotypes.
Haplotype frequencies were estimated in the founders (assuming no recombination) by maximum likelihood using the computer program Merlin (23) and an accompanying unpublished program Fugue (Frequencies with graphs). A recursive procedure based on a modified version of the UNKNOWN program [in the LINKAGE package (24) ] was used to compile a list of alternative genotypes for individuals, taking into account undetermined genotype status. The list was input to a new haplotyping procedure (HAPLOTRY), which enumerates all sets of non-recombinant haplotypes consistent with the genotype data. A final exhaustive check for Mendelian inconsistencies was made using the Pedcheck program (25) , since the current implementation of HAPLOTRY makes simple rule-based checks. The alternative haplotype configurations for each family were linked to the adjusted (for sex and age effects) and standardized ACE phenotypic data. Likelihoods were calculated using a modified version of PAP (26) assuming additive (co-dominant) effects of haplotypes on the trait. Intranuclear-family correlations not accounted for by shared haplotype effects were modelled using the PAP papwgfc subroutine (27) . The additive, allele substitution model was parameterized in a modified version of the PAP qmlprmv subroutine. For example, consider a two-locus model with alleles A and a and B and b that define four haplotypes AB, Ab, aB, ab. S A!a measures the additive effect of substituting a for an A allele and S B!b measures the additive effect of substituting b for a B allele. The haplotype-specific means (m Ab , m aB , m ab ) can then be defined in addition to and relative to m AB as follows:
The mean measured for each genotype is then the sum of the haplotype-specific effects (given that phase has been assigned by the HAPLOTRY procedure), for example for the genotype m AA/BB ¼ m AB þ m AB . Likelihoods were maximized with simultaneous estimation of haplotype frequencies, mean haplotype effects, and residual familial and random effects, and standard errors were calculated numerically with the GEMINI function (28) included in the PAP package. The goodness of fit of hierarchical models were evaluated using likelihood ratio tests, and significance levels were calculated by comparison with w 2 -distributions with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in numbers of parameters fitted in each model.
